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Abstract
This thesis presents a novel methodology for simulating solidification using fluid struc-
ture interactions coupled with the phase-field method while allowing for topology
changes in the solid-liquid interface with non-stationary solids. This methodology is
implemented using a finite difference scheme and a semi-implicit integration method.
Pure translation and pure rotation cases are demonstrated and a preliminary simu-
lation of applied shear on a particle is presented. These results demonstrate that the
model shows promise for understanding the behavior of various systems like semi-solid
metals, polymer mixtures, and moving solids undergoing chemical reactions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Dendritic growth is important because dendrites are the basic micro-structural pat-
tern in solidified alloys. The pattern formed during the solidification of a pure material
depends on the existing thermal field during cooling. Once this pattern is set, it is dif-
ficult to change in the solid state without substantial effort, e.g. through mechanical
deformation and heat treatment.
The evolution of dendritic micro-structures is reasonably well understood for pure
materials growing into undercooled melts under purely diffusive conditions, i.e. when
fluid flow is absent.
Usually aluminum alloys are processed either by casting from the liquid state into
a mold or by wrought processes such as rolling, extruding or forging. Recently another
process has appeared in which the alloy is processed in the temperature range where
it is partially liquid and partially solid. This type of process, also known as Semi-Solid
Metal (SSM) casting can provide some significant advantages for producing aluminum
alloy parts.
This process takes advantage of the thixotropic behavior of a semi-solid aluminum
alloy, meaning that it can be handled as a solid when it is static and flows like a liquid
when subjected to shearing forces. The unique properties of thixotropic aluminum al-
loys are often illustrated by the demonstration in which a semi-solid billet is cut with
11
Figure 1-1: Semi-solid being cut with a spatula like butter.
an spatula as a bar of butter or ice cream. Because of this behavior, the SSM alloy
handling can be automated facilitating transfer from the heating furnace to the mold.
During the filling process a shearing force is imposed and will cause the semi-solid
alloy to flow like a highly viscous liquid, filling the mold smoothly and without en-
trapping gases and therefore avoiding the creation of poruses and producing a higher
strength part. On the other hand, spraying a molten metal into a die usually leads to
high porosity which can be reduced by an expensive Hot Isostatic Pressing process.
In addition, because of the high solid content and the significantly lower tempera-
tures involved with SSM casting, shrinkage porosity is also minimized. SSM forming
processes have also other advantages, which include lower forming temperatures and
elimination of molten metal handling. These result in longer mold life, lower energy
consumption and reduction of environmental pollution, respectively.
So, if this process is so good why is it not widely used? The answer would be
because it has been difficult to predict the rheological behavior of SSM. We do not
know how hard it has to be pushed to make it flow and how hard to keep it flowing
with a steady or manageable rate in order to fill the molds reliably without human
intervention. So far many empirical relations have arisen, however there is not any
valid theory that predicts the SSM behavior accurately.
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Dendritic micro-structures, which can occur during the solidification of metals and
alloys, result from instabilities at the solid-liquid interface. However, micro-structural
observations in semisolid metal processing show a contradictory effect when stirring,
i.e. the morphology of a particle changes from dendritic to rosette to spherical as the
shear rate increases.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
INCREASING SHEAR RATE
INCREASING TIME
DECREASING COOUNG RATE
Figure 1-2: Change from equiaxed dendrite shape to rosette and to spherical shape,
a) equiaxed dendrite, b), c) sheared forms a rosette structure, d) Almost spherical, e)
spheroid [9].
1.1 Motivation
Several fundamental questions which are central to their processes have yet to be
addressed. The most important such questions are:
* What is responsible mechanism for production of metal spheroids? Is it the
dendrite breakage or nucleation in under-cooled liquid?
* If the former, what is the mechanism of dendrite breakage? Is it mechanical
fracture, or melting behind the first couple of secondary dendrites?
* Exactly how and why do dendrites in the melt become spheroidal when sheared?
Understanding these phenomena and answering these questions will require great
advances in understanding of semi-solid metals, a significant part of which is very
13
detailed modeling of these solid-liquid systems.
The motivation for this work stems from the need to address these questions and
to obtain a more complete picture of the physics involved in the formation of the
spherical micro-structure. The aim of this thesis is to develop a framework in which
a dendrite could be deformed into a sphere under same conditions in which SSM are
formed. The goal of the project is to develop a flexible numerical tool that includes all
the of relevant physics involved and to simulate a rotating dendrite being deformed
by fluid flow. The wealth of information obtained from such a tool is expected to
complement experimental investigations and to some extent help us gain a more
complete understanding of this complex process.
1.2 Challenges
Fluid Flow modeling is by itself a very complex and fascinating subject. There is a
complete journal and numerous articles in different areas dedicated just to the study
of very small aspects of it. It is usually considered a well studied and known subject,
however there are a lot of intricacies and small details that have to be taken on
account which usually are not trivial to handle. Additional complications, such as
mass diffusion, particle orientation, heat conduction and deformation of the material,
are added to the system, then the complexity and computation time escalates very
quickly.
1.3 Organization
In chapter 2 there is a small background of Semi-Solid Metal casting, Phase Field
and Fluid Structure Interactions. In chapter 3 the governing equations of the system
are explained in detail. In chapter 4 the numerical approximations use to solve this
equations are described. And finally chapter 5 shows a few selected cases from these
simulations.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Semi-Solid Metals
"Semi-Solid forming", also known as "Semi-Solid metallurgy" or "Semi-Solid Met-
als" (SSM), had been practiced for more than 25 years. The original experiment lead-
ing to the invention of SSM was performed in early 1971 by David Spencer as part
of his doctoral thesis under M. Flemings supervision at MIT [9]. In that experiment,
Spencer discovered the essential heological properties of vigorously agitated semi-
solid metals. Instead of forming a common dendritic micro-structure they formed
spheroidal micro-structures. Flemings and Spencer discovered that the non-dendritic
nature of the solid phase gave these metal slurries unique heological properties. They
immediately recognized the importance of the discovery and later they demonstrated
the feasibility of two routes for producing a SSM. After the discovery of the semi-solid
metal microstructure, most part production was done by reheating billets which pos-
sessed a suitable microstructure ( thixocasting ). However, it is now apparent that
there are significant advantages of forming semi-solid slurry directly from liquid alloy
( rheocasting ) and efficient rheocasting processes have been engineered.
Roughly, thixocasting refers to the process of forming billets with spherical micro-
structures (usually by another company) that can later be reheated and then cast
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into the desired mold. Rheocasting is the process in which the semi-solid slurry is
made on site and directly cast into the mold skipping the billet step.
The inventors realized that if the metal slurries were formed into parts, the higher
viscosity would lead to less turbulent mold filling, thereby producing high quality
parts by minimizing the entrapment of air and inclusions. Since then semi-solid
metal casting has become a very important process because it opens new possibil-
ities in materials manufacturing, is potentially more economic and leads to better
manufactured parts.
00
000
0
00
I
(b) (c) ta)
(a)
Figure 2-1: Molding process using a semi-solid alloy.
Semi-solid metal casting has yet to take a significant share of the die casting,
squeeze casting, and related permanent mold casting markets largely because of the
cost of producing the spheroidal micro-structure and difficulty of producing parts
with consistent properties. These problems arise because of the use of "thixocasting"
instead of "rheocasting", which increases the price because of the inability to recycle
scrap on site, such as the metal that is lost due to solidification in the gates and runner.
Also the quality cannot be guaranteed because of the inhomogeneity of billet structure
and composition. Therefore "rheocasting" is seen as the process that is hoped will
solve these issues. If SSM can overcome these limitations, then its advantages of lower
solidification shrinkage and lower enthalpy extraction, with consequently less damage
to dies and shorter cycle time, have the potential to improve quality and reduce cost
of permanent mold castings, and to enable casting of shapes and alloys which are
16
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prohibitively difficult to cast from the liquid state.
Toward that end, the Flemings' group at MIT has been working on new approaches
to the production of metals with spheroidal micro-structures. Very recently, their
researchers Raul Martinez and James Yurko, have built a device which seems to
consistently yield spheroidal micro-structure and a new process has been developed,
so progress continues to be made in this area. In their research they have found that
the crucial moment when rheocasting a semi-solid metal lies within the initial stages
of solidification.
2.2 Solids with Fluid Structure Interactions
One of the challenging aspects of this problem is to couple fluid flow from the melt with
the solidifying metal particles or what is known as "Fluid-Structure Interactions".
This area in particular has been studied more thoroughly in recent years because of
the need to solve systems in which solid particles and the fluid modify each other's
behavior, i.e. the particles change the liquid flow path and in turn flow deforms the
solid in its path. These interactions require solving both fluid dynamics and solid
mechanics of the system simultaneously.
Early pioneers [13] made a substantial contribution in this area which resulted
in the widespread use of finite element CFD commercial software packages. Other
studies in this subject involved aeroelastic and particle flow modeling [4] as seen in
Fig.2-2. However, these studies usually involved the solution of systems of equations
in two or more clearly defined domains (as in a solid-liquid system) which had to be
coupled at the boundary, the most common of which are the Navier-Stokes equations
in a fluid and linear elastic behavior in a solid. This approach is useful for many
systems, particularly those which do not suffer any topological changes, such as blood
cell damage simulations, pressure waves in flexible tubes, flow in a chemical reactor or
airfoil calculations. These kind of problems require the use of a mesh that is calculated
at the beginning of the simulation and never changes, as illustrated in Fig.2-2, which
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as said previously, are clearly separated and defined. A change in topology would
require to refine a new mesh every time such changes arise which could be either
a very computational intensive task which would make this calculation unfeasible
or in many cases becomes such a complex task that in three dimensions a unsolved
problem. People usually refer to this clean separation of interfaces as a sharp interface,
see Fig.2-3.
-d
Figure 2-2: Left: Simulation of blood cells field [29] [23]. Right: Calculated Lan-
grangian mesh used for each of the blood cells. [12]
This difficulty has motivated people to explore metodologies which do not require
tracking the interface explicitly in the mesh. Some of them include the level-set
method [28] or volume-of-fluid method (VOF) [15] which are used to solve problems
involving multi-phase flow with topologically-changing interfaces. Another approach
which has raised interest recently is the Phase-Field method, most of which is based
on the formalism put forth by either Cahn and Hilliard [6] or Allen and Cahn [1].
From this method a diffuse interface arises which allows one to solve the equations
as if the system was a single domain, therefore avoiding the need for explicit interface
tracking. The use of phase-field is more desirable than the use of other methods be-
cause as stated elsewhere [26], interface curvature in a Cahn-Hilliard diffuse interface
model is second-order accurate in the mesh spacing as opposed to first-order in VOF,
and does not require calculating distance from the interface as level-set methods do;
furthermore, when the thermodynamic free energy of a system is well-known, that
energy can be incorporated directly into a phase field model. However, the need to
18
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discretize across the diffuse interface, which must be considerably thinner than the
smallest lengthscale of the system, renders phase field very computationally intensive.
Prior to the derivation of a model for semi-solid behavior we will present a brief
review of some of the modeling and simulation methods that are needed and/or
generally used in this field.
2.3 Phase-Field
One of the more popular modeling approaches in solidification is the Phase Field
Method, which involves building models of phenomena based on thermodynamic "first
principles" and simplified kinetic assumptions.
The phase field model has been successfully applied to modeling of dendritic so-
lidification [19]. Warren and others [12][32] have formulated the problem such that
crystalline orientation is independent of the coordinate system and discretization grid.
Several groups, including Tonhardt et al. [30] and Beckermann[29], have solved the
Navier-Stokes equations in the liquid phase, and generated 2-D solutions for changes
in shape of a stationary dendrite shape in a flow field.
The Phase Field method is of particular interest because it facilitates study of
solidification processes. The Phase Field method has been used for two general pur-
poses: to model systems in which the diffuse nature of interfaces is essential to the
problem, such as spinodal decomposition and solute trapping during rapid phase
boundary motion; and also as a front tracking technique for modeling general multi-
phase systems, as the ones studied in the present thesis. We generally speak of two
types of phase field models. The first one, called Cahn-Hilliard [6] is also referred
as Model B or the conserved Ginsberg-Landau equation. In this case, the phase is
uniquely determined by the value of a conserved field variable, such as the concen-
tration, e.g. if C < C1, then we are in one phase, if C > C2 then the other. These
models were first applied to understand spinodal decomposition, and are now used for
a wide variety of phenomena, such as phase boundary migration in electrochemistry
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[8], polymer membranes [33], electrochemical smelting of titanium . In the second,
the Allen-Cahn equation, Model A or the non-conserved Ginsberg-Landau equation,
the phase is not uniquely determined by concentration, temperature, pressure, etc.,
so we add one or more extra field variable(s) sometimes called the order parameter
q which determines the local phase. This class of models is widely used to study
solidification and solid-state phase transformations in metals.
In the following section we will explain the Cahn-Hilliard Phase-Field model, upon
which we will build towards the Allen-Cahn Phase-Field model.
2.3.1 Cahn-Hilliard
In a domain of interest Q one can calculate the total free energy F as the integral of
a free energy density ftot for a homogeneous system over a body as:
. = ftotdV
where ftot is a function of C and takes into account every free energy term in the
domain. If we take the Taylor expansion to two terms it gives.
ftot(C, VC) = f(C) + L. VC + VC [K]- VC + ... (2.1)
L= E (fc)i (2.2)
where is a vector evaluated at zero gradient and [K] is a tensor with components:
1 02 fEj = 0f(2.3)ij 2 a ( c ) ( )
c ac 
If there is a center of symmetry in the homogeneous material then L will be zero,
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otherwise the value of ftot would be different for gradients in opposite directions;
and [K] will be a symmetric tensor. Furthermore, if the homogeneous material is
isotropic or cubic then [K] will be a diagonal tensor with constant components along
the diagonal, which can be set to /2:
2
[K]= 0 a2 
0 0
In this simplified system, we can write the total free energy as
= ( VCC 2 + f(C))dV. (2.4)
The two terms in the integral are commonly referred to as the gradient penalty and
homogeneous terms respectively.
Variational calculus helps one to determine the effect of a change in the concentra-
tion distribution. For an infinite system, or one with periodic or Dirichlet boundary
conditions, we can define the potential as
=' = -aV2C + f'(C). (2.5)
This means that for a small change in the concentration function from C to C + 6C
(where C and 6C are both functions of position), the total free energy will change by
A. - JSCdV. (2.6)
The potential can thus be seen as the driving force for local reduction of C, if 
is large then reducing C will reduce the free energy substantially, and vice versa.
Equilibrium is attained when ,u takes on the same value everywhere.
Because C is locally conserved, its local value changes according to the divergence
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of its flux J, following Fick's second law:
9C it = -V -J. (2.7)
This conservation equation must be closed by a constitutive equation which relates
J to C. Since pt = &F/6C, we would expect the flux to go from regions where t is
high to regions where it is low, so to a first approximation we can estimate
J = -MCVP, (2.8)
where Mc is the mobility. In some rare circumstances, higher-order terms in VA
might be needed; if the mobility is anisotropic, Mc will be a second-rank tensor
instead of a scalar.
The overall closed transport equation for time-evolution of C is thus
0C
= V- (MCVt). (2.9)
at
Note that because At is second-order in the concentration in Eq.2.6, and Eq.2.9 is
second-order in , the overall equation is fourth-order in concentration, so Eq.2.9
expands to
at = V [McV (-aV 2C + f'(C))] . (2.10)
The gradient penalty and homogeneous free energy terms determine the equilib-
rium thickness of the diffuse interface as discussed in section 2.3.3.
2.3.2 Allen-Cahn
Allen-Cahn systems employ one or more order parameter field variables to determine
the phase, commonly labeled X instead of C, hence the term "phase field". The free
energy density ftot again is typically given in terms of X and its gradient, and again
expanding to second order with symmetry and isotropy this gives a similar expression
22
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Phase2 Phasel I
Sharp interface
Phase2
Diffuse interface
Figure 2-3: In a diffuse interface the transition from liquid to solid is gradual, while
in the sharp interface the change is sudden.
as Eq.2.4
1V92 + f()) dV. (2.11)
Once again f (X) is the homogeneous free energy density, typically with local minima
at X = 0 and X = 1. But this time by convention the gradient penalty coefficient is
e2 instead of a.
Once again one can take the variational derivative of F with respect to q:
-= 62V 2 q + f'().- (2.12)
Because 9 is not conserved, instead of using that to determine the flux, we can set
the time derivative of 9 directly to this variational derivative:
a= -Math = M (2 V2 -f ()) . (2.13)
Eq.2.13 is what is known as the Allen-Cahn equation or the non-conserved Gins-
berg-Landau equation.
23
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2.3.3 Real vs. Enhanced Interface Thickness
For both Cahn-Hilliard and Allen-Cahn, the interface thickness 6 and interfacial en-
ergy per unit area y are determined by the competition between the gradient penalty
and homogeneous terms in the free energy equations Eq.2.4 or Eq.2.11. If the gradient
penalty coefficient is increased, then a thicker interface will minimize the total free
energy of the system, and the total energy will be higher as sketched in Figure 2-4,
thus both 6 and by will rise with increasing c or 2. If the free energy for intermediate
concentration or order parameter is increased, then a thinner interface will minimize
the overall free energy, and the total energy will also be higher, so 6 will fall and y
will rise.
1
ho
a)
r.,
d
ce
hO0,
A_
Interface thickness, 6
Figure 2-4: Total Energy
In the case of simulations of real structures with diffuse interfaces, because typical
real interface thicknesses are on the order of angstroms, the structures modeled tend
to be very small, generally on the order of nanometers. As mentioned above, this is
useful for modeling phenomena such as spinodal decomposition and solute trapping
during solidification. Under these circumstances, we can use the true thermodynamic
free energy function for f (to the extent that it exists and is known), and the gradient
penalty coefficient a or is also set to its "real" value, which results in the correct
24
Total Energy
\.................--- Homogeneous, g(5)
Gradient penalty
interfacial energy and equilibrium interface thickness.
To analyze larger systems, one must know something about the homogeneous free
energy function f. In Cahn-Hilliard systems, it is customary to write f as the product
of a coefficient 3 and a simple function, e.g.
f(C) = (C), (2.14)
where (C) is the double-well function
T (C) = 16C2(1 - C)2. (2.15)
p is a scaling factor coefficient related to the peak of the free energy curve.
fpeak = /3'max = /d ( )= = / = fpeak (2.16)
This results in an equilibrium interface thickness and energy which scales as
x 6 1 - and -y- a. (2.17)
For details on this see Cahn [7].
We can thus use these two parameters a and p to independently set the interfacial
energy and thickness. Typically, y is generally set to its "real" value in the actual
system, and enhanced by proportionally increasing a and decreasing /3, to give a
considerably larger interface thickness than that of the actual system. This is because
the diffuse interface must be discretized in order to model it accurately. Thus in order
to make the discretization as coarse as physically reasonable, is chosen to be as large
as possible while remaining significantly smaller than the smallest length scale in the
model, which is typically a diffusion length.
Likewise, for Allen-Cahn, the dynamics are different but the equilibrium behavior
is roughly the same. If the homogeneous free energy is a double-well given by pI(O)
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(using I from equation 2.15), then the equilibrium interface thickness and energy are
given by
6 and Ey ,3. (2.18)
2.3.4 Adding Orientation
The Phase-Field Method is useful but still is not exactly what is needed for simulat-
ing a semi-solid formation process. By intself the Allen-Cahn formulation does not
take into account crystal orientations, grain boundary formation or impingement of
the particles. Several authors have extended the model to multiple phases and grain
growth. In these models, a finite number of crystalline orientations are allowed with
respect to a fixed coordinate reference frame. Before 1998, Morin et al, [24] and War-
ren et al. [31] constructed the free energy density having N minima by introducing
a rotational variable in the homogeneous free energy. Other approaches [22] [16] use
different phase variables for every possible orientation (N order parameters for the N
allowed orientations [22]. But later it was shown that these approaches were similar.
The problem with these approaches was that the free energy density depended on
the orientation of the crystal measured in the fixed frame, a property which is not
physical.
Later in 1998, Kobayashi, Warren and Carter [20] proposed a vector-valued model
for crystallization and grain boundary formation. In this model they provided a
description of the growth of independent crystallites and subsequent grain bound-
ary motion. This model improved upon the previous attempts, as it required far
fewer equations of motion, and was energetically invariant under rotations. Later, in
2000 [21], they corrected a few inaccuracies in the model, however the revised model
for the 2000 formulation requires special numerical treatment. For this reason this
project started with the model in the 1998 article with the aim of later implementing
the model in the 2000 article and use more accurate physics por the final phases of
solidification.
Here is a brief survey of both models in [20] and [21]. The total free energy F
26
from the previous section.
A= j ftotdV
And we mentioned that ftot is a function that takes into account every free energy
term in the domain. If we add a term that takes into account the energy due to
orientation mismatch we have the following extended total free energy functional.
F= }|y (y IV'2 + sg(q)G(VO) + f(, T)) dV. (2.19)
In the 1998 article [20] it was proposed:
g(q) = t () 2
2
~(4) = tq1 1 > 0
G(VO) = V12 2.20)
(2.20)
Later in the 2000 article [21] it was changed to:
g9() = 2
G(VO) = IVOl
(2.21)
This actually takes into account the impingement in the grain boundary, however it
has a singularity, the associated numerical problems require special treatment because
they give rise to infinite diffusivity in 0 as VO approaches to zero.
The variable 0 represents the orientation angle of the crystal. In this work we
only looked at a 2D simulation, therefore we only needed one angle. However, for a
3D case three angles need to be taken into account.
Furthermore, later it was shown that both linear and quadratic terms are actu-
ally needed for a complete description of grain impingement and rotation [32]. The
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Homogeneous free energy function
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Figure 2-5: Free Energy function.
presence of the linear term V0 is required for grain boundaries that are localized
at equilibrium; without this linear term the grain boundary region spreads without
bound by relaxational dynamics. In other words, stable grain boundaries of finite
width do not exist in the model unless the free energy density models linear de-
pendence on V0l. One issue that has to be handled numerically is that the linear
dependence on V01 introduces a cusp into the total free energy density when VO = 0.
On the other hand, as explained in [32], at least one term of higher order than linear
is essential for the dynamics to include grain boundary motion, therefore a IV0l2
term is included so this can be possible. The total free energy using this would be
something like,
j= ( ) + 1V,2 + s2lVOI + 6pq2+lVo2) dV
The early stages of particle growth can be described without a linear term in
VO as in the 1998 formulation, since grain boundaries are not yet formed and no
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impingement is present. The natural variable for rotation 0 is enough for a 2D
simulation of a early-stages of semi-solid formation. However, eventually including
the linear term in VO is desirable.
2.4 Fluid-Structure Interactions
As described previously, it can be seen that phase-field method is useful because it
permits one to solve just one equation for the whole domain whithout the need to
regenerate a new mesh. From this a diffuse interface arises. However, Fluid-Structure
Interactions (FSI) require one to account for different behaviors in the different do-
mains: fluid dynamics for the liquid and solid mechanics for the growing particles.
Therefore, this problem has an inherent separation of domains or a sharp interface
which clearly contradicts the usefulness of phase-field, or any Eulerian interface rep-
resentation for that matter. Nonetheless the use of phase-field is desirable, for reasons
mentioned earlier, it incorporates free energy straightforward and simplifies topology
changes which others have used to try to solve this dilemma.
Two approaches can be summarized as:
1. Anderson and McFadden treat solid as a fluid "Extremely high viscosity" and
solve the standard Navier-Stokes [3].
2. Tonhard and Amberg use a forcing term in Navier-Stokes which cancels the
velocity in the solid to model growth of stationary metal dendrites in a flow
field [30]. Beckerman et al. have extended this to three dimensions [23] [29].
But both lack the ability to simulate moving solids.
Towards this end, Anderson and McFadden [2] and Jacqmin [17] [18] have led
their application to two-fluid systems, and evaluated their advantages and disadvan-
tages with respect to these others.
David Jacqmin [18] has spelled out the mathematical foundation for the use of the
phase field method to model two-phase mixtures in fluid dynamics. He used Cahn-
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Figure 2-6: Left: Fixed position dendrite in a flow field [29] [23]. Right: 3D dendrite
simulation without a flow field [12]
Hilliard systems and derived forcing terms in the Navier-Stokes equations which give
rise to forces equivalent to surface tension (and which are the same as surface tension
in the sharp-interface limit). He also analyzed the error with respect to simulation
parameters such as resolution and interface thickness.
However because the Phase-Field method is a relatively new approach, traditional
fluid-structure interactions models have not been used. Tonhardt and Amberg [30]
and Tong, Beckermann, Karma and Lu [29] [23] have developed a methodology
which permits flow past a stationary solid by adding a force term which drives the
velocity to zero in the solid, that effectively renders the solid stationary in the fluid.
Unfortunately this approach does not allow particles to move in response to flow, nor
may multiple particles interact. Anderson, McFadden and Wheeler have modeled a
solid as a very viscous fluid in order to approximate interactions between a fluid and
a solid [3]. The primary advantage of this method is its simplicity, but it suffers
from poor numerical performance and does not represent the constitutive behavior of
solids.
Garvin and Udaykumar have developed a similar level-set method [10, 11], their
use of only a velocity field with no elastic history in the solid limits its application
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to viscoplastic solids, such as metals near their melting point. These approaches can
therefore account for only a narrow range of solid constitutive behaviors, and the large
difference between the viscosities of the two phases presents computational difficul-
ties. Therefore there were no phase-field formulations with realistic solid constitutive
behavior suitable for fluid-structure interaction modeling.
Recently Powell and Dussalt [26] proposed a new mixed-stress model (given later
in Eq.3.14) which combines phase-field with fluid-structure interactions while allow-
ing flexibility in the solid consitutive behavior, from elastic to viscoelastic to elasto-
plastic. A single equation is solved everywhere in the domain and an interpolation
function is used to describe the transition between solid and fluid behavior at the
diffuse interface.
For this work, Jacqmin's formulation was used as a starting point and similar
treatment was derived but for a non-conserved system (Allen-Cahn). The formulation
is in two dimensions and the goal is to be able to simulate the system in three
dimensions, therefore a preset suitable foundation is necessary.
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Chapter 3
Governing Equations
3.1 Introductory remark
A rough description of the modelled system is the following, a liquid phase is set up
where a few nuclei are seeded, which grow as the system cools, therefore promoting
solid particle growth, as said before a phase-field model with orientation is used to
simulate growth. Nucleation kinetics are not to be taken on account due to the
differences in time scaling between nucleation and growth rates [14]. Also the heat
equation has to be included to account for the released latent heat due to solidification,
this will promote the formation of a dendrite. Later, a displacement force is applied
on the growing particles so the translate, rotate and deform. This force will affect the
heat transfer in the domain of interest due a convective transport. Also, the force will
affect the growth of the particles and alter their orientation, deform them and create
some strain and change the morphology of the particles. Likewise, the morphology
of the solid particles will affect the velocity profiles and therefore change the shear
directions along the particle, for this some extra terms are required in the phase-field
equations and in the elastic response.
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3.2 Equations
3.2.1 Fluid Flow
The Navier-Stokes equations are used to describe fluid flow dynamics. In this case
we are assuming incompressible flow and since molten metals behave as a Newtonian
fluid viscosity rj is to be kept constant. These equations of continuity and motion are
give by:
V = 0
P (t + V = Va +gp(at / (3.1)(3.2)
However we are going to use them in a different way because the N-S equations
in velocity-vorticity form are easier to solve than in velocity-pressure form, because
one do not have to worry about spurrious modes in the pressure field. Also all the
necessary terms coupled with the other physical phenomena are included.
Ow
at +v * V w
awV2U +
2 y
V2 -a
Ox
= V x(V.oa)+ 
p
= 0
= 0
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
where:
w=x vx¥
Eq.3.3 is vorticity time evolution and Eq.3.4 and Eq.3.5 are conservation equations.
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3.2.2 Solid Particle Growth Kinetics
As said before, the growth is simulated using Kobayashi, Warren and Carter vector
valued phase-field model Eq.[2.19], which is a non-conserved Allen-Cahn type model,
with orientation. The field variables can be seen as a order parameter 0 and orienta-
tion 0, or as a vector phase parameter P = ( cos 0, 0sin 0). Starting from Eq.[2.19]
for the 1998 formulation:
F= t (2 IV12) + ()02o 2+ f( , T)) dV.
We first have the homogeneous free energy term, given by
f(, T)= - ' (', m) d' (3.6)
where for Iml < 2'
1f'(O, m) = (1 - )(O -- +M) (-3.  m7)2
This dependence of f on and m is shown in figure 2-5. Since m determines the
relative stability of the liquid and solid, it is a function of temperature; here this is
taken to be,
m(T) = tan- 7y(Te - T) (3.8)
where, a is a constant < 1 and y is an energy parameter,T is the equilibrium tem-
perature and a is a constant < 1 to prevent ml from being equal to 0.5, usually is
set to a = 0.9 . If m > 0 then the solid phase is stable (4 = 1), likewise if m < 0
then the stable phase would be the liquid phase.
The time evolution of the system described above is given by:
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at aO
dO
at
-A
2,90i
1 5F
_ 60
E' IV12 
No 
(3.9)
-B
= Ovo
The matrices [I] and [J] are given by:
=( O1 ) 0[J]= ( 01
The vector expresses an extent of misorientation which is calculated by
q p0 = OVO = -- Vp+ -Vq (3.10)
To couple this with the fluid flow equation, convective terms are added to both
parts of Eq.3.9, and rotation to 0 equation according to vorticity
T + v Vqo
atTO-+V.VO
6.T (3.11)
1 6 +
0 o
(3.12)
Where:
= (u, v)
Given the above variations, the equations of motion, in terms of the ordering
vector P = (p, q) = ( cos 0, sin 0)
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DP p qp A -B (3.13)
Dt 
Dq P qT7 B--A-
Dt
where aD represents the substantial derivative incorporating convective terms in equa-
tions 3.11 and 3.12.
3.2.3 Heat equation
The heat equation describes conservation of thermal energy with conduction and
convection taken into account as well as released latent heat which depends on changes
in , the phase parameter. Additionally sometimes an extra term is used to accelerate
cooling of the system.
+ VT = V2T + DO C(Tool - T)
at pC, Cp Dt
3.2.4 Elastic response
The fluid is subject to viscous stress, while the solid is deformed, like an elastic solid.
However the interface is diffuse and has a mixture of liquid and solid behavior. The
mixed stress use the simplified form with V . u = 0 proposed in [26].
This can be summarized as:
o = -P[I]-P()Te -( - p())Tf (3.14)
3
Tf = - (6 + VVw)
Te = -Gye
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where p(q) is an interpolation function to smooth the behavior in the interface such
thar p(O) = 0 and p(l) = 1.
It can be seen that for = O, i.e. in the liquid, Newtonian viscous behavior is
obtained:
While where = 1 elastic behavior is recovered:
= -P[I] - f = -P[I] + (Vv + VT)
a = -P[I] - T =-P[I] + Gy,
(3.15)
(3.16)
Elastic shear-strain Ye is a new tensor field with following governing equation:
D
Dt xy
2 avOxav
dy Ox
-2wyy
2w'yx 
(3.17)
To incorporate this into velocity-vorticity iu- w, the curl of the divergence is needed,
which for contant G is given by:
( 0 2YXyVx(-V-T)=GVx(V.y)=G aX2 +2 yy_F
Ox0y
a
2
"Yxx
2ay )y2Oy2· (3.18)
The symmetry of the shear strain tensor, and the incompressibility condition (xx +
7yy = 0) reduce this easily to a function of just xx and yxy.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Implementation
As explained before, the governing equations for a fluid system comprise a set of
coupled nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). In order to numerically solve
this system it has to be discretized. Typical discretization methods for nonlinear
PDEs are finite difference methods, finite volume methods, and finite element meth-
ods. Whichever method is chosen, the final result is the same, a system of nonlinear
algebraic equations which can be solved using linear algebra techniques and numerical
methods.
This section describes a procedure for discretizing a system of conservation equa-
tions and the numerical procedure for solving the them. The methods described
here are given for as general a case as possible. The equations are discretized using
the finite difference method. Then the resulting nonlinear algebraic equations are
solved using a non-linear systems of equations solver based on the Newton-Raphson
method. This system of equations generates a matrix equation which also has to be
solved, this is done using an iterating procedure known as Krylov-subspace method
and Generalized Conjugate Residuals (GCR) method.
An issue that has to be pointed out is that not all of the governing equations are
time derivatives this is an extra challenge for solving this set of equations.
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4.1 Finite Difference Discretization of the Govern-
ing Equations
The uniform mesh for this system is shown in Fig.4-1. Since we are using the velocity-
vorticity formulation all of the fields related to fluid flow are placed on the main grid
points. For strains a staggered mesh is used. The , , T, q and 0 nodes are at
the main grid points, y,, is shifted to the left and y,, is shifted down. In order to
avoid numerical artifacts, the strains Ykk are taken using a staggered grid. Ax, Ay
and At are simulation parameters. nx and ny are the numbers of grid points in the
x and y directions respectively. Boundary conditions are either periodic or set with
a boundary function.
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Figure 4-1: Staggered Mesh
4.1.1 2D Implementation
As mentioned before, the equations are solved for the 2D case only. Since the vorticity
v only has one component in the z-direction, we can consider it to be a scalar.
Therefore the equations for the 2D case would be as following:
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Navier-Stokes:
= Gp () 2 y
+ 1( - p(2)) ( ov2
02 "/xxdxy dyxx
+ aX
1
+ -
02 FxyA \
- Fy Fx Y
ax aY )
= 0
= 0
DT OT
+ U-
at ax
OT
+ V
Xr
+ C(Tool - T)
Vector-valued Allen-Cahn phase field:
Dp p qiT = A- - B
Dt o - i
Dq PiID = A + BP
Dt o Oi
q ap
ODx
D0 _ ,D0b
Dx E ay)
P aq
+ ax,
q i
0 D3
+ ( e
D D
+ I
+ 2
1 (11 a- B = -V ( 0tq1+ ) =- '- (+V3)
Sb k/ S Dx x+aa (DI+l0y)
Shear-strain:
Du
= 2-- 2wy'y
Dx
Du v
= 
+ + 2wx
ay ax
aw Dw
at ax
Ow
+ -
Oy
d2U
D2 v
Dy2
dx2
D2 v
dx2
yw
Dw
ax
Heat:
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
d2T 
dy2)
AH 00
+ - (4.4)
P = OVo= -
A = ( 2
09X 
(4.5)
(4.6)
+ f'(O)- [f(1
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
dt
07xy
at
+ u .
ax
+ u ax0%y:
+ V
Dy
+ V ay
ay
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(4.10)
(4.11)
pCP aX211;
The derivatives were taken using finite differences from the uniform grid. The
numerical approximations of fist derivatives were done with central differencing except
for differences for the convection terms, the difference was taken in the direction of
the flow (upwind). The grid was indexed from the bottom left to the upper right
corner, from left to right. So if the first row has Nrow elements the grid node above
an arbitrary element i is i + Nrow. For clarity the indexes for the derivatives in de
x-direction are given as i + 1, which should be read as x + Ax. Also the derivatives
in the y-direction are given as j + 2, which should be read as y + 2Ay (in the source
code it is read as i + 2 * Nrow).
gxm
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Figure 4-2: Grid points in a cluster Distributed Array
The numerical approximations are the following:
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Navier-Stokes:
Aw
At
Wi - Wi-l_ j - j- 1
= -ui Ax Ay
+ Gp( i) (An2Y A2 'YX
_ A aZX
A 2 yx X
AxAy
A 2 ' xy>
Ay2 }
+wi_ - 2wi + Wi+l Wj-l-2 2wj + w j+l )
Ax 2 7Ay2
AFx
Ay
and the constraint equations:
ui- - 2ui + ui+l uj-1 - 2uj + j+l
A c+ A c~Ax' /yzL
+ Wj+ - j-1
Ax
i - 2vi + Vi+l Vj-1 -- 2i -+ Vj+l Wi+ - i-
Ax2 Ay2 Ax
= 0 (4.13)
= 0 (4.14)
The chosen interpolation function p(O) is an interpolation is:
if 0 < 0.10,
(0) = .15 (- +0.5502 - 0.1 + 0.29,
t10.29)
1,
if 0.1 < < 1
if q0> 1
Heat conduction:
AT - Ti-T
At - , Ax
Tj - TI
k (Tii -2T + T+
pCp Ax2
AH Aoi
Cp At
+ C(Tcool-Ti)
(4.16)
Tj_ - 2Tj + Tj+1
Ay2
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(4.12)
(4.15)
+ 1 A F
p Axn
Vector-valued Allen-Cahn phase field:
Ap
At
Aq
At
¢i
-B qji
-B-
A q i + BP
¢i - i
A i2 i-li - 2i + ji+jAx2 +
- 20j + 3+
Ay2
+ f'(i) + [f(i + )71] -2
B ~ K |(I(i-i + 7i))+±13x+ - (I' 2 I2 
+ (( +qj- + ))l+'1/P - (I(i +i+))i+ y
+ NoiLwi
- (qj + qi+l) (i+l - Pi-,)
2Ax
(Pi +i+l) (qi+l - qi-1)
2Ax
These equations require the calculation of a few parameters that evolve with time
as well but are subidiary equations. These temporary parameters include , ¢ (since
p and q are being used), , o9, o , and H which are calculated as:
at x, y O
(4.20)
B ~i ( (a )i 
i = - tan -l 
No pi
Oi = · b i-Oi
(4.21)
(4.22)
Ei = o {1+ s
[2 (1 + os Ni) ns
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(4.17)
(4.18)
]
1
Ax
(4.19)
- 1] } (4.23)
c/hi = 2/Pp2
=- Oi+ - i-
=- jp+l + qj+l ¢j-l
= A Api _ B qi
At At
Because the shear strain is on a staggered mesh, the second derivatives are calculated
using four nodes stencil:
0Yo - Y1 - Y2 + Y3027
YX2 X1.5 2(AX)2 (4.28)
Shear-strain response:
I
X(Ui + i_)2At
,Yxxi+ 1 - Yxxji-
Ax
1 ,,. "xxj+l
I -- 1J r
- -Yxxj_l
2Ay
+
Ui- Uil ((Vj + vj,i-) - (-1 + vj-l,i-i))
Ax 2Ay
- (W - wi-)(~yj - YYx'+J (4.29)
a__x 1 YYi+l - 1At - - (ui + Ui-1 + Uj-1 + Ui-l,j-1) 2Axt 4 I I vxy,±i '_-2Ax
1/-, I .. I -, I - *
-kzI - I j 1 I 2Ay1-Id t 1I
+ Ui + Ui_ - Uj 1- Ui-i,j-1 Vi + Vi_ - Vj-1- Vi-i,j-i
2Ay 2Ax
1
+ I(i + i--1 + j
-1 + i-l,j-1) (zxxi + (xxi-1) (4.30)
In the shear-strain equations we are using the notion that 2 a u _ av since
au av
aX ay 
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Figure 4-3: Schematic of a PETSc Distributed Array. Its filed data are stored as a
vector.
4.2 Software used
To solve this problem a program called RheoPlast was written from scratch and is still
in development. It is a time stepping software designed to solve multiphysics problems
such as this one. It is a continous group effort to have a complete sofware for modeling
different types of morphology evolution such as in polymers, electrochemistry and
grain growth [27].
RheoPlast uses the "Portable and Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation"
(PETSc) library. PETSc is a very powerful general-purpose toolkit which includes
state-of-the-art parallel solvers for linear and nonlinear systems of equations, and
distributed data objects for finite difference and (under development) finite element
discretization of partial differential equations. It has been developed and maintained
by a group at Argonne National Laboratories [5].
PETSc proved to be a very useful tool for our purpouses, it let us seamlessly make
a calculation either in one machine or a group of them like a cluster.
Also another library Illuminator[25] was used for distributed storage. Each node
is able to save it's own generated set of data.
The domain is divided and split equally among the processors which receive extra
information for the neighboring nodes, this extra points in the mesh are ghost points
as shown in figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Parallel calculation in a 4 node cluster.
4.3 Parameters, initial and boundary conditions
In all simulations, nuclei are placed at random positions with random orientations as
initial data, and no nucleation occurs during the simulation. The solid seeds grow with
a driving force determined by m. The parameter m in the phase field equations is a
function of the temperature T, this is the parameter that controls dendrite formation.
A velocity field is then imposed on the domain: first a uniform velocity field with
periodic boundary condition to study the pure translation case then a field such that
a constant vorticity is kept throughout the domain and a case where the particle is
in pure rotation.
6(e)) 1= -o 1 + cos N2~ i) 1] (4.31)
where:
Ns =4
n, = 3
5s = -0.2;
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Chapter 5
Numerical Results
5.1 Dentritic Growth
The dendritic growth in the KWC equation is a behavior that is superimposed on the
material that is being simulated. It is an artificial behavior, however is a behavior
such that could be tailored to the desired symmetry for specific cases, in this case a
4-fold symmetry is used. Growth anisotropy is given by the function e(e) (Eq.4.31)
and plotted in Fig.5-3. This leads to a growth of a faceted particle as seen in Fig.5-1,
i.e. like a square, since this it has 4-fold symmetry, this is due to a larger gradient
penalty e(f) on the directions normal to the crystal axes and smaller in between such
directions.
When the conductivity k is reduced and AH is increased, the released heat at
the interface inhibits the growth in that direction. Only the fastest growth directions
overcome this barrier leading to the formation of a dendritic shape as illustrated in
Fig.5-2.
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Figure 5-1: Particle growth leading to a faceted shape. k = 2, AH = 0.03.
4"%~
4
4
Figure 5-2: Particle growth leading to dendritic shape. k = 0.0001, AH = 0.95. The
field on the left is the phase parameter X and the shade indicates orientation 0
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Figure 5-3: Interface thickness, anisotropy.
5.2 Fluid Flow
5.2.1 Uniform velocity field
When a uniform velocity field is applied to the particle, moves accordingly, this is the
expected behavior, as shown in Fig. 5-4.
Figure 5-4: Faceted particle growth with uniform velocity u = 0.05
However, at larger velocities numerical instability lead to the formation of an
oscillating tail. This is probably because of a numerical inaccuracies in the Crank-
Nicholson integration method.
This is also true for a dendrite, which is also stable at low velocities. However the
instability is amplified allowing stable growth for lower velocities than in the faceted
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Figure 5-6: Stable Dendrite, u = 0.0005
particle case. Even small discrepancies at the beginning of the simulation will lead to
a slow particle growth as shown in Fig.5-7 or to a particle with a unrealistic shape,
Fig.5-8.
A plot of mesh Peclet number versus mesh Fourier number illustrates the regions
for stable particle growth are mapped, this is given in Fig.5-9).
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Figure 5-7: Unstable Dendrite u = 0.01
Figure 5-8: Unstable Dendrite u = 0.002
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5.2.2 Uniform rotation
If a uniform rotation field is applied to the particle, it rotates with the flow as ex-
pected, In this case all the arms are rotating counter-clockwise, therefore in each arm
the solid is growing faster on the flow side, which is the expected behavior. The
color represents the value of the order parameter or the orientation of the crystal
as shown in Fig. 5-10.
F - - __ ___ _______
F--r- - -- _ _
Figure 5-10: Rotating dendrite, w = 0.05. The shades indicate orientation of the
crystal (0).
We believe that the basic physics are captured in this model. However, the sta-
bility region is narrow and this is probably because more resolution is needed in the
interface, particularly at the beginning of the simulation when small error in the
orientation order parameter will determine the rest of the simulation.
5.2.3 Shear driving force
If the particle is between two driving forces that come from opposite directions it will
experience a resultant shearing force. This represents the type of force that a growing
particle is subjected to when it is stirred (like in a semisolid). To simulate this kind
of behavior a sinusoidal velocity field was applied.
The observed velocity profile is the expected as well as the vorticity field, both
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evolve towards the expected behavior, see Fig.5-11. In the strain field this is also the
case, the resultant applied shear stress places the particle under a tensional stress at
a 45 degree angle, as expected.
X@_
Figure 5-11: Particle in an sinusoidal velocity field: vector-phase, velocity, vorticity
and shear fields. The fields from left to right are: 1) phase parameters ,0,4)Velocity
v7, 3) vorticity w and 4) strains axy and Yxx
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Understanding the solidification behavior of moving solids is a key element for a better
understanding of the theological behavior of liquid-solid systems such as semi-solid
metals or polymers mixtures.
This effort has developed a promising new method for modeling solidification
dynamics with moving solids which addresses this set of problems. Primary findings
are summarized as the following:
1. Developed a new method for the simulation of solidification dynamics with
moving solids.
2. Implemented this method in a finite difference solution with semi-implicit time-
stepping scheme.
3. Demonstrated translation, rotation and preliminary shear results.
4. For translation, demonstrated the correct behavior and characterized growth
instability on upwind side of moving particle for different cases with and without
dendrites.
5. For rotation, demostrated a quantitatively accurate rotation of orientation order
parameter (0).
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6. A preliminary shear stress case was tested, velocity and vorticity follow the
expected trends but the model needs further work on stability using a different
mesh scheme and Navier-Stokes form.
This represents a promising new method for modelling different systems from semi-
solid metals to polymers to a system with chemical reactions.
6.1 Future Work
Finally we include a few recommendations that may be pertinent for anyone who
may continue this project. From a modeling perspective the Navier-Stokes equation
has been the most challenging one. The current formulation (velocity-vorticity form),
although originally deemed advantageous for our 2D simulation, for 3D it may be more
problematic than helpful. For this reason we suggest the exploration of alternative
formulations (for instance the pressure-velocity form) that may result in a better
global behavior and a simpler implementation in 3D. On a separate matter, we believe
that a more accurate meshing scheme is necessary. One possibility is to switch to a
finite element approach which may be able to enhance the accuracy of the calculations.
Ultimately, this code may be extended to a full 3D simulation with which to describe,
in detail, the behavior of real systems.
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